introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic presentation of the use of Hoare's logic to prove correctness of nondeterministic programs. 'This paper is a continuation of [ l] where WC' surveyed various results concerning the use of Hoare's logic in proving correctness of deterministic programs.
Hoare's method of proving programs correct was introduced in [ 141. Even though it was originally proposed in a framework of sequential programs only, it soon turned out that the method can be perfectly well applied to other classes of programs, as ill.
in particular to the class of nondeterministic programs. WC discuss the issues in the framework of Dijkstra's nondeterministic programs introduced in [7] and concentrate on the issues of soundness and completeness of various proof systems.
This survey is divided into two parts dealing with bounded and countable nondeterminism in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. A program allows bounded nondeterminism if at each moment in its execution at most a fixed in advance number of possibilities can be pursued. If this number of possibilities can be countable, then we say that the program allows countable nondeterminism.
In Section 2 we introduce the basic definitions. In Section 3 we discuss partial and total correctness of Dijkstra's programs. The methods used are straightforward generalizations of those which were introduced_ in the case of sequential programs and discussed in [l, Section 21 . This should be contrasted with the presentation in Section 4 where total correctness of countably nondeterministic programs and total correctness of programs under the assumption of fairness is discussed. Even though the methods and techniques used there are appropriate generalizations of those used in Section 3, various new insights are there needed. In Section 5 we attempt to assess Hoare's approach to sequential and iondeterministic programs. Finally, in Section 6, bibliographical remarks are provided.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we fix an arbitrary first order language L with equality containing two boolean constants true and false with obvious meaning. Its formulae are called nssertions and denoted by p, 4, r. Simple variables are denoted by a, h, x, y, z, expressions by s, t and quantifier-free formulae (Boofea~ e.~/>ress~oM by the letter e; p[r/x] stands for a substitution of t for all free occurrences of x in !I.
All classes of programs considered in this paper contain the skip statement, the assignment statement s := t md are closed under the cotnposition of programs ';I By a correctness f0rmuln we mean ii construct of the form { p}S{q} where 1). (1 itI'r' assertions and S is a program from a considcrcd class. C'orrectness formulae :trt' denoted by the letter 4.
Bounded nondeterminism
and doe,~S,~a*.~r14,,-,S,,,odES,~. This class af programs was introduced in [7] and further extensively studied in [8j and various other papers. The Boolean expressions e, in the context of the ifand do-constructs are called ,qrark An intuitive meaning of the program if e, 3 S, l -. en, + S,,, fi is the following: Choose nondeterminiritically a guard e, which evaluates to true and execute the program St. In the case when all guards cl, . . . , em evaluate to false, the program? fclik i.e.. its execution improperly terminates. An intuitive meaning of the program do a', + S, ) I. l l > t~#,~ + S,,, od is: As long as at least one guard ekaluates to true repeatedly do the following: Choose any guard e, which evaluates to true and execute the program S,. In the case of one guard only the construct do e, -7 c . . .
.' k e,,, --, S,,, od is thus equivalent to the usual construct while e, do S, od.
Before we dwell on the issue of correctness of the programs from *'%,, we define their semantics. We follow here the approach of Hennessy and Plotkin [ 131, the advantage of which is that it can be easily adopted to several other classes of programs. This semantics is based on the consideration of a transition relation '-J ' lwtwcc . pairs (S. 01 consi4ng of a program S and a state U. The intuitive meaning of t lit relation is the follonrng: Executing S, one step in a \tatc' (F can lead (nondeterministically~ to a state r with S2 being, remainder of S, still to be executed. It is convenient to assume the t:mpty program E. Then S2 is E if the considered step of S, leads to state T witl-S, properlv or improperly terminated.
WC assume that. for ::ny S.
-E;.S=S: 1" =S. (ii) S can fail from cT if (S, t7)+*(S1,fail) (iii) A finite sequence 619 4-+ l . -+ (Sk, ak) and K.R. Apt for some S,.
(Sj, Ui) (i=O, 1, l l l 3 k) such that (S, v) = (So, csc,)+ Sk = E or vk = fail is called a computation starting in (S, a) of length k. If q, + fail, then it is a non failing computation.
The following lemma will be needed later. Proof. Consider the set of all finite sequences (S. o) = (St,, u)(, + l ' ---) ($&,,. CT,,) ordered by the subsequence ordering. This set forms a finitely branching tree. the desired k did not exist. then this tree would be infinite. By Kiinig's lemma would then contain an infinite branch which contradicts the assumption.
iIl
We now define three types of semantics for the programs from Y,, by putting 
If it
All semantics depend on the interpretation J but we Jo not mt'ntion this dcpcndence hoping that no confusion will arise. The difference between them lies in the way the 'negative' informations about the program art' dealt with-either they mz dropped or they are explicitly mentioned.
We then define Informally speaking, FJ {g} S(q) means that any properly terminating execution of S starting in astate satisfying p leads to a state satisfying q; bJ+&~} S(q) in addition guarantees that any execution of S starting in a state satisfying p terminates and +J,,ot( p) S(q) guarantees that in addition no failure arise. If bJ {p} S(q) holds, we say that the program S is partially correct under J ; if bJ,w(at{ p} S { q} holds, we say that the p -ogram S is wyeuk/y totofly correct under J and if FJ,tot { p} S(q) holds, we say that t%e program S is totully correct under J (all with respect to p and 9).
The notion of weak total correctness is rarely used and we shall not discuss it extensively. The reasons for introducing it here will become clear in Section 4.
A proof system for partial correctrress
We now present a formal system allowin; us to deduce formally partial correctness of programs from 1'/,,. Its axioms and proof rules are the following. We call this proof system IV. For A being a set of assertions and a correctfisss formula C#I we write Ac,+ to denote the fact that there exists a proof of b, in N which uses as assumptions for the consequence ruk assertions from A.
To illustrate the use of the proof system N we now provide the following example. let S stand for the following program: We leave it to the reader checking that the above proof remains correct when this assignment rule is used.
S014nd11ess of N
To justify the proofs in the system N one has to prove its soundness in the sense of the following theorem which links provability of the correctness formulae with their truth. WC call a correctness formula cafid if it is true under all interpretations J and a proof rule sormd if, for all interpretations J, the truth under J of its premises implies the truth under J of its crlnclusio!l.
To prove the soundness of Iv it is suflicient to show that all axioms of N are valid and all proof rules of IV are sound since the desired conclusion then follows by the induction ocl the length of proofs. As an example proof we now show the soundness of the do-rule. ---+*(S.u,)-+(E,u,)
where 0 = ql, T=U~ and, for all j=O,. ,. This proves the truth under J of the conclusion of the do-rule arId thereby concludes the proof of the soundness of the rule.
Completeness of N in the setwe of Cook
A converse property to that of soundness of a proof system is completeness which links truth of the correctness formulae with their provability. Unfortunately a converse implication to Tileorem 3.3 can be proved only for a special type of interpretations .I. This issue is discussed St length in [ 1, Sections 2.7 and 2.81 where we refer the reader for the details. We restrict ourselves here to pre?enting the appropriately adopted definitions Cthout entering into any discussion of the results. Define
Note that these sets are characterized by the following equivalences (the second of them is just 3 rewording of the definition):
We .hoose r to be an assertion defining preJ (S, 4). Then by (9) kJ {r} S(9) so also +, {r}if et + S, *ie,+skipff; S(9) for any i = 1,. . . , m as, for all a, clearly holds. Now, since t defines preJ (S, 9)* then, as in the case treated above, k, (I) if et'-+ Sii ;-I@~ + skip fi {I) from which k=J {r A ei}Si{ I} follows. By (9) we have b,p+ t and J('"A:ll 14,) 3 9 follows from the definition of 1. This concludes the proof.
% A proof system for total correctness
To prove total correctness of programs from !IPr, we must provide proof rules ruling out possibility of failure and nontermination.
A possible failure in an execution of a program from .Y,l can be caused only by the if-construct. Ckarly the if-rule does not rule out a possibility of failure. However, a small refinement i,f this rule suffices to prove the absence of failure. We only need to ensure that at exh moment when an if-statement is to be executed, at least one of its guards evalu;rtes to true. This is achieved by the following modification.
A possibk nontcrminution of an exccut ion of a program from Y,, can be caused only by the do-construct and clearly the present do-rule does not rule cut such a poAhility_ The following modification of the do-rule suffices to prove termination of each do-construc't. This rule is due to [ 1 l] where a ditierent formalism is used.
is an assertion with a free variable n which does not appear in the progr;~ms and Wllgt3 ovt'r natural numbers. Let NT dcnotc the proof system ohtaincd from N by replacing the if-and do-rules I)! their modified versions. This proof system iq appropriate for proving total COI rectncss of programs frc)m !III.
TO illustrate the use of the system we now indicate how to modify the proof given in Section 3.4. to demonstrate the total correctness of the program there considered, i.e.. to prove ( 1) within NT.
We choose
The second component of p(n) states that n is the sum of powers of 2 and 3 slhich divide X.
We now have
A n >O}S,(3m < npbn)}
where the last correctness formula can be proved using the if-rule II since p(n) A n > O-+ 2 1 x v 3 1 x v 41 x holds. The proof of (13) is a small modification of the proof of (3) and is left to the reader. Now by do-rule II, (IO) and ( 12) we obtain ( 1) as desired.
3.X. Arithmetical soundness and completeness of NT
AS explained in [ 1, Section 2.1 I ] when trying to prove soundness of a proof for tot;;1 correctness one has to revise appropriately the notion of soundness. We follo\f here the approach of Hare1 [ 111 also adopted in [ 11. We recall the introduced definitions.
Let L be an assertion language and let L' be the minimal extension of L containing the language f+ of Peano arithmetic and a unary relation nat(x). Call an interpretatiori J of L' crrithmetical if its domain includes the set of natural numbers, .I provides the standard interpretation for L IB* a14 nat(.r), is interpreted as the relation 'to be a natural number'. Additionally, we require that there exists a formula /I,, of L ' which. when interpreted under J. provides the ability to encodc~ finite sequt-net's of Gments from the domain of .I into one ckment. (The iast rcquiremcnt is ntxded oi;'.?, c . ..)I-the completeness proof.) soundness of the do-rule where one simply parametrizes the invariant p. The proofs of other cases are the same as before.
We say that a proof system G is arithmeticulfy complete if, for all arithmetical interpretations J and asserted programs 4, bJtot # implies TrJt---(;& To show the arithmetical completeness of system NT we first introduce the following notion: pret stands in the same relation to total correctness as pre does to partial correctness: we have t=., ,,,, p { W9) ifJ IPI5 c preb (S 9)* Thanks to the provision for coding of finite sequences it can be shown that for any arithmetical interpretation .I theye exists an assertion which defines pret, (A',@. This fact is not completely obvious as the definition of pret,, (S. 9) also mentions (the nonexistence of) infinite sequences. This difliculty, however. can be resolved by making use of Lemma 3 2 thanks to which we arrive at the following alternative definition of pret.l (S. 9) amenable to be coded: pretJ (S, 9) ={u: Vr[((S. 0) + "(E. T)) + +_,9 (7) Also it can be easily shown that k.,( p( 12 ) A n > 0 A cl} S, (3 n2 < 12 p( HZ)}. By induction hypothesis and do-rule II we get
We now have by assumption [ r]J c pretJ (S, 9) and so, by virtue of Lemma t=_,r+ 3np(n).
Also Fg(O) + 9 holds so by the consequence rule we TrJt-NT{~) do el + Sp l UUe,,, + S,, od (9).
This concludes the proof.
3.9. Weak total correctness
3.2, get
In the above analysis we omitted the issue of weak total correctness. An appropriate proof system to study this notion is clearly a weaker version of NT in which the original if-rule is retained. We call this system WT. This system is clearly arithmetically sound and complete.
Countable nondeterminism
Up till now we have considered programs which allowed bourtded ,lonnt)tt~rr,li,?is,,t only. By this we mean that for each pair (S, o) where S c Y,, the set {(S,, cr,): (S. u)-, (S,, u,)} is finite and, tioreover, its cardinality is bounded by a constant dependent on S only. Informally it means that each program S E Y,, gives rise in one cornputat ion step to at most k different continuations where k depends on S only.
This property should be contrasted with that of .finite notlcfeterrFfinisr?l which mt'ans that the above set is always finite but its cardinality does not depend on S only. An example of an instruction which leads to finite nondeterrninisllI~is1~~ is s := ? x y which sets to s a value smaller or equal to y. Such an instruction has been considered in [9] . (Of course, we assume here that the programs are intcrprcted under u standard interpretation in natural numbers).
Corollary 4.1. For any S E Y,., and u if I& .dt,,,[S~( o), then ~4$J Sg( a) is a finite set.
Thus colmtable nondeterminism cannot be reduced t3 bounded (or finite) nondeterminism. This indicates that to study total correctness of programs allowing countable nondeterminism we have to develop essentially new proof rules, i.e., proof rules which cannot be derived from those of the proof system NT.
Note that this is not the case when dealing with the partial correctness of programs allowing countable nondeterminism, as we have clearly (Here and elsewhere we ignore the fact that the values of the auxiliary variables (here t) have been changed. It is easy to remedy this problem.)
Befortl we enter the proof-theoretic considerations of countable nondeterminism we should perhaps explain why it is useful to study countable nondeterminism in the first place. First, the instruction x := ? can be viewed as another version of a more familiar read(x) instruction. Secondly, this instruction is particularly useful when crealing with the assumption of faintess, which will be discussed later. Also it allow\ to provide various neat characterizations of objects diccu(;sed in mathematical logic (see. e.g.. [ 121).
A proof system _for total correctn.sc of countably nordeterministic programs
Consider now the class Yt n of pro& tims which differs from J& in that additionally the instruction s := ? is allowed. We now present a proof system which allows us to prove total correctness of programs from J#, ,#. We add to the proof system NT the following axiom:
I '
and replace do-rule 11 by its following generalization:
{p((Y)hLr~-~OrZe,)S,{3P<~ap(p)},i=
I,...,m ---(3~ p(a)} do e, -+ S, : . . 9' v,,, + S,,, od { p(O)} where p( cu) is an assertion with a free variable cy which does not appear in the programs and ranges over ordinals.
Call the resulting proof system CNT.
Art exclrnple of a proof irt CNT
As an example proof in CNT consider the following program:
S=dox=-() + y:==?;_y:=l F-lx#OAy>O + y:=y-1
od.
We now wish to prove in CNT that S always terminates. More precisely, we prove in CNT the correctness formula {true} S(y = 0).
To this end we first specify the assc.;tion language t. We assume that L contains the language of Peano arithmetic and has two sorts: data (for program data-here integer) and ord for ordinals. We assume a constant 0 of sort ord and a binary predica?e symbol cc over ord. The variables cy, p are of sort or& all other variables are of sort data.
In the course of the proof we shall have to convert values of sort data into values of ~~~)rt ord. 'ii-~ this purpoce we assume a one-argument conversion function 7 of SO~'I (data, ord) converting integers into ordinals and a constant o of sort ord. We have Vx( s ( (I)) as by convention x' is of .*type data.
: )c'fi!lc r1( cr ,! hy Before we dwell on the issue of soundness and completeness of CNT we have to specify f r which assertion languages and their interpretations CNT is an appropriate proof system.
Ah in the previous section we assume that the assertion language L contains two sorts: data and ord. As before we have a constant 0 of type ord and a binary predicate symbol <-over ord. Additionally we assume that L includes second order variables of arbitrary arity and sort. The second order variables can l-x bound only by the fewt fixed point opemtor p provided the bound variable occurs positively in the considered formula. If the set variable a occurs positively in p( (r, ul, . . . , u,,) ;md a( 11,. . . . , II,, ) is a well formed formula, then ~a( uI, . . . , u,,).p is a well formed formula. The free variables of ~a( Us.. . . , u,,) .p are those of p other than a.
An interpretation J for this type of zysertion language is an ordinary two-sorted second order structure subject to the following conditions. ( 3) The domain J,,ra contains all countable ordinals (needed for the completeness proof).
(4 The constant 0 denotes the least ordinal and the predicate symbol < denpies the strict ordering of the ordinals, restricted to JOrd.
(5) The set domain contains all sets of the appropriate kinds (to ensure the existence of the fixed points considered below).
The truth of the formulae of L under interpretation J is defined in a standard way. The only nonstandard case is when a formula is of the form pap. We then put b=J/.Uz (M,, . . . u,,) .p iff I=.,p [R/a] where R Is the least fixed point of the (Dperator (p} naturally induced by p:
Having defined the truth of the formulae of L we define the truth of the correctness formulae in the usual way.
The following theorem proved in [ Similarly as in the completcnc~s proof of the system NT consider the follo~~ing set of states:
language L contains the language of Peano arithmetic and the domain of data values J da18 is IV, the set of natural numbers, we can exactly estimate which ordinals are needed for proofs in CNT. It turns out that exactly all recursioe ordinals are needed.
(By a recursive ordinal we mean here an ordinal attached to a tree which can be coded by a recursive set. For equivalent characterizations, see [21].)
Weak total correctness of courttably nondeterministic programs
We conclude this discussion of countable nondeterminism by mentioning the notion of weak total correctness of p,tograms from Y",,. This notion is defined analogously as in Section 3.2.
Let CWT stand for a proof system which differs from CNT in that the original if-rule ( RW_E 4) is used in it instead of RUM 7. Clearly this proof system is souild and complete in the above sense with respect to the Aftitot semantics. This system will be useful when dealing with the issue of fairness.
According to 1:~ usual semantics . ifl,,l the program b := true ; do 6 + skip,, b := falseod Jots not always terminate because the computation in which the first guard is always chose.1 is infinite. However. we can imagine restricted forms of interpretation oi programs from Y;, under which the above program will always terminate.
One of such interpretations is the one under the assumption of fairness. In the confe;Yt of proprtims from Y,, this assumption states that in every infinite computation each guard which is infinitely often true ih eventually chosen. Here a g;lard i\ true if it txalu;rk~ to true at the moment the control in the program is just bcforc it.
This type of ;tssumptions is particularly imporcant when studying the behaviour of pi~rallcl programs in the context of which fairness is a most general modeling of the fact that the ratio of speeds between concurrent processors may be arbitrarily l;ugc ilnd varying but always finite. Study of the hypothesis of fairness in the context of nondeterministic programs is partially motivated by the fact that parallel programs C'MI bc modellcd by nondeterministic programs. \!'c ml\+ f~~~;rlly dcfinc the semantics of programs from :I,, under the assumption cbf IiIil-IIcsS. L.ct t' = (S,,. (J,,) + (S,, U,) + * ' l be an infinite computation starting in !.S,,. (r.,,). M'c sav that 6 is fair if it fulfills the following conditions: ( i) for citch ptqr;un S = ift>, + S, * * -4,,, + S,,, bi : S' rind. each i = 1 , . . . , VI if thcrc ;Irc intinitcl!, many i's for which (S. u,) itppear-in [ and I=.,e,(cr,) , then there iire intinitcly mairy j's among them such that the transition (S, u,> -+ (S, ; S', CT,+ 1) appears in e.
(ii) for each program S = do 4, -+ S, ---e,,, + S,,, od ; S' and each i = 1, . . . , n-2 if there are infinitely many i'., for which (S, cq) appears in 5 and k.,e,(cr,), then there x-t' infinitely many j's :tmon, '1 them such that the transition (S, CT,)+ (S, ; S, CT, t I> To avoid confusion resulting from the fact that various occurrences of S in 4 do not need to correspond with the same program, we should actually label each statement with a unique label. It is clear how to perform this process and we leave it to the reader.
We define two fair semantics for the programs from Y,, hy putting = J4[S//< U) u {I f there exists a fair infinite computation starting in (S, 0).
. fil,;,i,[ISI]( CT) = * tl,,,i,[S]( U) u (fail1 S can fail from (T}.
Thus the difference between the semantics . MHlo,, . &c,l and . NHf,,,,, &,,, respectively lies in the treament of infinite unfair computations.
We assume that all finite computations are fair.
We now define the notion of weak total correctness of the programs considered unkr the assumption of fairness by putting
Step 3. Rename all variables zI, . . . , z,,~ appropriately so that each if-construct has its 'own' set of these variables.
Strictly speaking the program St,,, does not belong to YC.,, as the if-then and the for-constructs are not assumed in the syntax. However, it is clear how to change it here into a sequence of the if-constructs. Note that in Step 1 we replaced each subprognam of S of the form of a do-loop by another subprogram which is equivalent to the original'one in the sense of the .1Cfi,,r semantics. Let us call the subprograms introduced in
Step 2 the if,,,,-constructs. The above transformation boils down to building into all if-constructs of S a fair scheduler in which the auxiliary variables z, count down to a moment when the corresponding guard is selected.
The following lemma relates S to Slillr.
Proof. It ~tfices to prove the following facts:
(a) If 6 is a fair non-failing computation of S, then an extension of it dealing with the auxiliary variables of S,,,, is a non-failing computation of Sfalr.
(hl If ( is a non-failing computation of S fz+,T, then its restriction to the computation steps dealing with S is a fair non-failing computation of S.
Ad (a). We annotate the states in 6 by assigning in each of them values to all \2riit bles L,. Given a state U, there are two cases. Cirw 1. For no statt' ul, ( k 3, j) the guard corresponding with .z; has been chosen. I'hcn by the assumption of fairness this guard has only been finitely many times ~n~Mxi when the control was there. We put u,,( z,) to be equal 1 + the number of time\ the guard will still be emtbled whenever the control will lx there. Ciw 2. For some state q (k > j) the guard corresponding with z, has been cho\cn. We pur u,( 2,) to be equal 1 + the number of times the guard will still be enabled irnd not chosen whenever the control will bc there.
Ad (\d. By the cons\truction of !$,,,, the rebtriction of 6 to the computation steps dcalinti Gth S is it non-failing computation sequence for S. Suppose thiit this rcW%3ion is 1101 it fuir computation sequence. 'Then behind some point in this CcrmputaGon a guard would 1~ infinitely many times enabled at the moment a control is thcrc and jvct never chosen. By the construction of Sfellr the ~ariitble Z; cc~rrc\ponding \f it 1~ this ~u:~rd ~'otild become arbitrarily small. Howea cr. this is mlp04k
INY+au+4z iIS v\on iis it bccomcs llt!giltiVtZ it f:tilure will ark. E transformation we *.crnnot derive the proof rules for total correctness under the assumption of fairness directly.
A proof system dealing with fairness
The above corollary indicates that in order to prove weak total correctness of s under the assumption of fairness it is sufficient to prove weak total correctness of Sf;,i,.
To prove weak total correctness of Sfair we can use the proof system CWT defined in Section 4.5.
Assume now for a moment that only deterministic do-loops are allowed, i.e., do-loops of the form do e + Sod. Then the first step in the transformation discussed in the previous section is not needed and can be deleted.
Consider now a proof of a correctness formula (p,)!&,,,{q,} in the system CWT.
Due to the form of Sf;tir any such proof can be transformed into a proof of the qorrectness \ formula { p,) S(9) provided we use the following transformed -version oi the if-rule:
The hypothesis of this rule can be simplified if WC' ';~dsorb' all assignments to the auxilial-y variables into the assertion y and apply 'backwards' KVLC. 4. In such ii way wt obtain the following proof rulo which exclusively deals with the if-construct and it& original components. Here 2 2 \i is short hand for 2, ? (1 A l l l 4 z,,! --* 0.
The assertion p(a) satisfies the same condition as in RULE 10. Summarizing, the proof system WFN for weak total correctness of programs from !Y,, under the assumption of fairness is obtained from the proof system N by replacing the if-and do-rules by the proof rules introduced above. Note that the random assignment axiom is not needed-we used it only to derive the final form of the new rules.
The only purpose of introducing the transformation of S into Sfair was to derive the new rules in a straightforward way. These rules deal with the original programs and not their transformed versions.
this system FN. This system is sound and ccmplete in the above sense w.r.t. thus -Hfair semantics.
Finally WC comment on the use of ordinals in RULE 12.
Similarly as in the case of proof system CNT exactly all recursive ordinals are here needed when the data domain consists of natural numbers. In [4] it is proved that even if we restrict ourselves to the class of programs disallowing hested nondeterminism.
then still the same set of ordinals is needed for proofs carried out in system FN. 'TO prove (2 1) note that the pre-assertion of (21) is equivdent to p(x, z3+1,0,1)=
OiACX>oAbA~~OAX>O
As a final remark we would like to indicate that in the transformation from Section 4.7 we can omit the conditions z, = 0 from all of the guards, both for the case of fairness and justice. Clearly various other transformations also satisfy Lemma 4.3. We chose here a transformation which leads to simplest proof rules dealing with fairness or justice.
Conclusions
In this survey we showed how the issue of correctness of nondetermir&% programs can be studied within the framework of Hoare's logic. It seems instructive to provide now a critical assessment of this approach. The remarks be!ow apply both to this and previous part of the survey.
The characteristic feature of all proof systems here considered IS that they are SJWUX directed in the sense that the proof rules follow the syntax of the language constructs. This feature of proof systems makes the task of finding a correctness proof of a given program easier and more manageable. What is perhaps even more important is that these proof systems allo\-. to develop programs together with the corresponding correctness proof. Dijkstra ~81 provides several convincing examples of such an approach to program design even though he does not use the formalism adopted here. Also the completeness proofs are constructive and provide a heuristic which can be helpful when trying to find cone rete proofs.
It should be noted. however. that the proof systems studied here are not completely adcqucte for proving correctness of the programs in the sense required by the practical considerations.
We considered here only one t$pe of failure due to all evai,lation of all guards of an if-construct to false. In practice, different types 0: failures can arise like overflow. underflow. stack overflow, division by zero, use cif uninitialized variables etc. Most of these failures can be taken care of in a natural way by using appropriately strengthened axioms and proof rules (see, e.g., the note in Section 3.4).
However, not all program properties can be taken care of in such a simple way. For chample. the proof rules dealing with fairnrss are tairly complicated and certainly ncrt easy to us. 111 the case of concurrent programs various other important pr~~pertic\ :md hypotheses (see, e.g., [ 191) cannot be rlaturally expressed and ;rsL~m;ttizcd in 1-loare-like lo&s either.
Ho;trc's approach MS originally concerned with input-output analysis of program behaviour. that is to say. the study of the relation between the input and output states. However. not all program properties are of this type. A finer analysis of the program behaviour requires a study of execution sequences (viz. the hypothesis of fairness) and Hoare's logic does not seem an appropriate tool for such a study any more. More appropriate fra:nework for such an analysis seems to be temporal logic (we, e.g.. [ 197) which explicitly deals with the properties of sequences of states and not states only.
